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Naphthylaminoborane: From structural switches to frustrated 

Lewis pairs reactivity 

Daniel Pla,
a,*

 Omar Sadek,
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 Sarah Cadet,
a
 Béatrice Mestre-Voegtlé,

a
 and Emmanuel Gras.

a,* 

A series of naphthyl-bridged amino-borane derivatives, namely 1-(dimethylamino)-8-naphthylboranes (1, 3, 5, 7) and 5-

(dimethylamino)-6-acenaphthylboranes (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11), differing in the steric and electronic properties of the boryl 

moiety, have been synthesized and fully characterized by spectroscopic and crystallographic means. Structural X-ray 

analysis of the peri-atom displacement and ring torsion angles served to experimentally assess the presence and 

magnitude of the B−N interac?ons. The reversible quaternarization of nitrogen has been explored and was found to 

provide an efficient switch corresponding to different molecular organizations. The electronic characteristics of the nature 

of B−N interac?ons were further studied by Natural Bonding Orbital analysis derived from the theore?cally calculated 

electron densities. This real-space bonding indicator discriminates the bonding B−N contact in 5 from the nonbonding in 8, 

which correlates with the flexibility of the naphthyl scaffold to respond to the Lewis acidity of boron allowing shorter peri 

interactions. Whereas, the steric shielding imposed by the two mesityl groups, and/or the rigidity of the acenaphthene 

framework disrupt B−N interac?on. Thus, this communication reports on the modulation of the B−N bonding con?nuum 

by means of structural tuning leading to a molecular switch, as well as its implications towards revealing FLP reactivities 

through the isolation of intermediates of a stepwise mechanism. 

Introduction  

Combinations of Lewis acids and Lewis bases have been 

attracting significant research interest in the field of 

bifunctional catalysis,1, 2 and ion sensing.3, 4 The use of boron in 

such combinations has been nicely exemplified especially with 

phosphorous bases. The introduction of a phenyl spacer 

between the phosphorous and the boron atoms provided π-

conjugated donor-acceptor adducts which afforded original 

small molecule interactions and peculiar bonding situations.5-8 

The exploration of other structural scaffolds to disrupt this π-

conjugation has been achieved by the introduction of a 

naphthyl spacer inducing marked structural differences (Fig. 

1a.).9, 10 

Lately similar constructs have found elegant applications in the 

development of Frustrated Lewis Pairs (FLPs).11-16 The 

potential of FLPs towards benign metal-free activation of small 

molecules is revolutionizing the field of catalysis. This concept 

is based on the notion that combinations of Lewis acids and 

bases that are prevented from forming classical adducts 

preserve dual Lewis acidity and basicity, and thus precipitate 

unexpected reactivity through a cooperative interaction with 

another molecule.  

From the first observation of the facile heterolytical cleavage 

of hydrogen gas by amines and B(C6F5)3,17, 18 this field is quickly 

evolving to highly active non-metal catalysts for small-

molecule activation. These approaches are expected to bring 

significant advances in catalysis, including asymmetric 

versions, while avoiding the requirement of transition 

metals.19, 20 

The naphthyl scaffold has been recently involved in the 

development of new FLPs involving electrophilic phosphonium 

cations.21, 22  

 
Figure 1. P- and N- Series of 1,8-naphthalenes and 5,6-disubstituted acenaphthenes. 

As illustrated by Mebs and Kilian literature precedents on 

acenapthylphosphine derivatives,9, 23-25 the formal addition of 

a two-carbon “ace” bridge can induce striking structural 

Ph2P BMes2

Me2N BMes2 Me2N B(OR)2 Me2N BFn

dP−B = 3.050 Å

Ph2P BMes2

dP−B = 2.162 Å

Fig 1a.  P series (precedent)

Fig 1b. N series (this work)

Mes = 2,4,6-trimethylphenyl
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effects, which translate into diverse reactivity modulation 

arising from enforcing/precluding Lewis acid-base pairs 

interactions. This highlights that minute modifications of 

structural parameters can be used as a tool to have a rational 

control over reactivity. 

B–N pairs have also found significant developments, especially 

in the field of FLPs,26 and recent work has clearly illustrated 

that a modulation of the scaffold and the substituents induces 

tremendous effects on the nature of the interaction between 

the donor and acceptor sites.27 

Thus our interest in the assemblage of Lewis acids and 

nitrogen bases in well-defined molecular scaffolds led us to 

further explore the effects of both the substitution on B, and 

the implementation of harder bases than phosphorous, aiming 

to enable switchable intramolecular interactions (Fig 1b.). In 

particular, we were willing to explore the possibility to tweak 

the interaction by a reversible protonation of nitrogen. This, 

indeed, offers an advantage towards classical phosphorous 

systems, where its derivatization renders the quaternization 

irreversible. Following the seminal contributions of Whiting,28 

on dimethylaminoborane adducts for bifunctional catalysis, we 

decided to expand and further study the advantages conferred 

by rational structural modifications. Thus, the present study 

involves the interconversion from naphthyl to acenaphthyl 

scaffold as a tool to modulate B−N interactions, which has not 

been thoroughly investigated before. 

Moreover, detailed studies of structure-reactivity relationships 

of these systems by X-ray, NMR and computational methods 

have been performed to gain further insight into the nature of 

the B−N interaction, its impact on the molecular architecture 

as well as its effect on reactivity. 

Results and discussion 

Pinacolboronates 1 and 2 were respectively obtained from 

their corresponding brominated precursors by Pd-catalyzed 

borylation involving bispinacolatodiboron (91%), and Li 

halogen exchange followed by trapping with 

methoxypinacolborane (50%) (Fig. 2).  

The quite dissimilar 11B chemical shifts (CDCl3) of 1 (22.0) and 2 

(31.9) gave initial evidence that the bonding situation might be 

different in this case due to the sole effect of the framework. 

Whereas, the signal at 31.9 ppm of 2 is indicative of a 

tricoordinated boronic derivative, the roughly 10 ppm 

difference in chemical shift of 1 suggested significant 

pyramidalization of the B center. 

To assess the influence of N in this event, we aimed to prevent 

the interaction of the lone pair of N by generation of 

ammonium salts 3 and 4. Therefore, we struggled to find a 

non-cannonical protocol allowing the protonation of the 

nitrogen center compatible with the acid-lability of the pinacol 

ester. The use of methyl triflate in CH2Cl2, followed by tert-

butyl methyl ether (TBME) precipitation of the desired product 

proved ideal for this purpose avoiding both ester hydrolysis 

and further N-alkylation of the substrate.29 

 

Figure 2. Syntheses of 1 and 2. 

Thus, we were glad to evidence how the 11B chemical shift of 

the triflate salt 3 (30.5 ppm), almost matched the one of 2 

(31.9 ppm). This slight 1.4 ppm difference can be attributed to 

a modification of the chemical space around boron potentially 

inducing intramolecular H–bonding interactions as similarly 

observed for 4 (for which a 1.7 ppm difference is found). 

The difference towards fluorination was decisive to assess 

the scaffold effects on the reactivities of the B and N centers. 

Despite the known relative instability of aryldifluoroborane 

species,30-32 the strong B−N interac?on in the naphthyl series 

enforces stabilization of 5 (86% yield, Fig. 3), as previously 

reported by Whiting.28 Interestingly, the B−N interac?on in 

difluoroborane 5 is strong enough to prevent protonation 

and isolation of the corresponding ammonium 

trifluoroborate adduct. Indeed upon treatment of 5 with an 

excess of TfOH and KHF2 such a trifluoroborate could only be 

transiently observed by 11B NMR together with 5, but 

attempts to isolate it only led to decomposition. 

 
Figure 3. Downstream transformations of 1 and 2. 

Contrarily, the B–N interaction in 1 can be disrupted by 

protonation of N as observed by 11B NMR upon treatment of 1 

with an excess of TfOH (see ESI, page S25). This evidences the 

stronger character of the B–N interaction in 5 (which 

correlates with a strong Lewis acidity enhancement). 
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Alternatively and illustrating the effect of the “ace” bridge, an 

ammonium trifluoroborate derivative can be efficiently 

synthesized when the acenaphthene scaffold is in place (6, 

81% yield). 

Pursuing an increase in the Lewis acidity of B in comparison to 

the boronates 1 and 2, while sterically shielding B to minimize 

electronic donation into the vacant orbital, we decided to 

explore installation of two mesityl substituents on the boron 

center. Thus, the reaction of 1-bromo-8-

(dimethylamino)naphthalene, and 5-bromo-6-

(dimethylamino)-acenaphthene, with n-BuLi at -40 °C 

proceeded with facile metal halide exchange and gave rise to 

formation of the corresponding lithium organyles which were 

then reacted with fluorodimesitylborane to yield the 

corresponding dimesitylborane derivatives 7 (84%) and 8 (55% 

yield, Fig. 4). 

 
Figure 4. Synthesis of 7 and 8. 

11B NMR analysis of concentrated solutions of 7 and 8 (in 

CDCl3) showed only weak signals corresponding to the desired 

products (68.1, and 74.0 ppm, respectively). Upon protonation 

of 7 with TFA, the chemical shift of 9 exactly matches that of 8 

(74.0 ppm). By removing the electron-density on the N center 

through formation of the ammonium salt it is possible to 

disrupt the B−N interac?on on this scaffold, as it can be 

qualitatively measured by 11B NMR. This serves as a threshold 

to identify the lack of interaction in these systems. Therefore, 

the 11B chemical shift for 8 was the initial evidence of the 

acenaphthene scaffold effect on fully precluding the 

intramolecular donor-acceptor interaction. 

The stability of 7 has been assessed towards hydrolysis with 

10% solutions of H2O, HOAc, and CF3CO2H in CDCl3. 7 remained 

unchanged under these conditions (Fig. 5).33 Only stronger 

acids such as 10% CF3SO3H in CDCl3 triggered decomposition of 

the starting material.34 

Surprisingly, the combination of steric hindrance imposed by 

the mesityl groups, and the ring torsion due to the 

acenaphthene scaffold confers a peculiar spatial disposition to 

8 regarding water activation (Fig. 5). We hypothesize that this 

reaction mechanism preferentially occurs via hydrolysis of the 

C–B bonds, as it has been reported by Hoefelmeyer for 8-

(dimesitylboryl)quinolone, Jäkle for (dimesitylboryl)pyridinyl-

ferrocene, and Wang for (dimesitylboryl)ferrocenyl- 

benzimidazole.35-37 Mechanistic evidence has been obtained 

through isolation of the borinic acid 10 corresponding to 

partial hydrolysis of the precursor, as well as the fully 

hydrolyzed boronic acid analog 11, which confirm this reaction 

path. Moreover, 6 can be prepared by an alternative route 

starting from 10. Its peculiar reactivity allows the cleavage of 

the B−C bond, followed by B−F bond formation to yield 6 (55%, 

Fig. 5). 

 
Figure 5. Downstream transformations of 7 and 8. 

The bond situation in related naphthalenes and 

acenaphthenes has been almost entirely analyzed by 

inspection of the molecular geometries obtained by X-ray 

crystallography (Fig. 6), which lead to an unambiguous 

distinction between bonding and nonbonding peri 

interactions. These examples suggest that the two atoms in 

the peri positions can be assorted by attractive and repulsive 

forces to various degrees. The donating effects towards B can 

be tuned by the effect of ring torsion on the bicyclic scaffold. 

Whereas, there is a considerable pyramidalization effect due 

to B−N interac?ons throughout the napthyl series, the 

influence of the acenaphthene precludes this interaction and 

the geometries of B remain trigonal planar.  

Upon formation of the triflate salt 4, which further enlarges 

the B−N distance by 0.462 Å, the sum of the covalent bond 

angles around B exactly matches 360.0°, corresponding to a 

trigonal planar spatial arrangement of B. Thus, the steric 

congestion imposed by the pinacol ester derivatives is relieved 

by the N−H…O bond formation in 4 and lower out-of-plane 

displacements for B and N are observed. This hydrogen bond 

interaction is thermodynamically favored and confers kinetic 

stabilization due the topology imposed by the scaffold. 

Analogous N…H−O hydrogen bond interac?ons have been 

observed for 10 and 11. The higher splay angles (indicative of 

the angle formed by bonds at peri-positions, see ESI) displayed 

22.99, 18.75° and 20.58 respectively for these compounds may 

be attributed to the spatial requirements needed to 

accommodate such H−bonding interac?ons.38 Thus, this 

molecular switch encompasses the disruption of the B–N 

bond, while inducing a significant structural reorganization 

associated with the formation of a hydrogen bond. Indeed a 

94° rotation around the C–B bond is observed in the 
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acenaphthyl serie together with the formation of an 

intramolecular H-bond (Fig 7). This structural reorganization is 

thought to account for the difference in 11B chemical shift 

mentioned previously between 2 and 4. The reversibility of the 

process has been assessed on the basis of 11B chemical shifts 

(See ESI, page S26). 

 
Figure 7. Reversible rotational switch from 2 to 4 (H and Me groups of the pinacol 

moiety have been removed for the sake of clarity). 

The differential behavior of the (ace)naphthyl series towards 

fluorination also provides an interesting tool to further study 

the bond topology and the influence of the scaffold in the 

stabilization of the difluoroborane adduct or trifluoroborate 

salt derivatives, namely 5 and 6. In addition, the shorter Van 

der Waals radius of fluorine translates to a lower steric 

congestion for 5 and 6 in regard to the parent boronate 

compounds 1 and 4, respectively (see ESI page S28 for bond 

distances). The significant exception to this trend in the 

naphthyl series is evidenced in 7 by the incorporation of two 

mesityl substitutents on B. The steric bulk imposed by these 

groups forces the peri-substitutents further apart as evidenced 

by a positive splay angle of 10.24°, and an increased out-of-

plane displacement, causing disruption of the B−N interac?on 

to a great extent albeit with a larger out-of-plane 

displacement. This disruption can be attributed to the harder 

character of N and its smaller Van der Waals radius. In 

comparison, the more diffuse nature of the P atom enabled 

the generation of a B−P interaction over larger distances.10 

Therefore, aminonaphthylboranes display advantageous 

properties to modulate reactivity in comparison to analogous 

phosphinonaphthylboranes. Moreover, analogous compound 

8 evidences a total disruption of the B−N interac?on due to 

the additive effects of ring torsion provided by the 

acenaphthene framework (positive splay angle of 15.55°). 

Natural Bonding Orbital (NBO) analysis has been employed in 

order to supplement our spectroscopic and crystallographic 

findings. This method studies the strength of dative bonds 

taking into account the experimental atomic coordinates 

obtained by X-ray crystallography. Computational analysis 

directly revealed a natural B−N orbital to describe the strong 

interaction present in 5 with almost complete electronic 

occupancy (1.96 e-) (See ESI, page S132). For other members of 

the series (1, 2, 4-8, 10, 11), the strength of the interaction 

was assessed by donor-acceptor NBO interactions between 

nitrogen atom lone pair (LP) orbitals and empty boron orbitals 

by means of second-order perturbation theory analysis. This 

shows that in the intramolecular B−N dative bonds, interaction 

is between the LP orbital of the nitrogen atom and a vacant 

virtual (LV) boron orbital.  

Calculated E2 energies between donor and acceptor orbitals in 

these dative bonds are given in Table 2. Thus, decreased 

occupancy in N and increased occupancy in B classifies 1 as the 

second strongest B−N interaction of the series (164 Kcal/mol), 

which is in agreement with experimental data. This interaction 

in the naphthyl series can be greatly disrupted through the 

incorporation of bulky mesityl groups on boron (7, 8.31 

Kcal/mol). The acenaphthene framework is a priviledged 

scaffold that precludes this interaction to a higher extent. 

Thus, the analogous 8 shows the weakest B−N interaction 

(4.43 Kcal/mol) due to the dual contribution of the 

acenaphthene ring torsion and steric congestion of both 

mesityl groups. Lowering the presence of bulky groups on 

boron translates into a slight increase of the interaction as 

assessed by the higher electronic occupancies of the boron 

vacant orbital for 2 (0.38 respectively). 

The possibility of H-bonding of the nitrogen atom plays an 

important role defining these systems as observed by X-ray 

data. These computational studies bring additional 

corroboration to this experimental evidence for 4, 6, 10, 11, 

and serve to set up the lower limit for no B−N interac?on. 

Experimental Section 

Synthesis: A series of compounds containing dimethylamino 

and boron groups in the peri positions of a naphthyl scaffold 

have been prepared and fully characterized. General 

procedures and detailed experimental descriptions of 1-11 can 

be found in the ESI.  

X-ray Crystallography: The structures were solved by direct 

methods and refined accordingly. All non-H atoms were 

refined using anisotropic displacement parameters. H atoms 

attached to C atoms were included in geometrically calculated 

positions using a riding model. Crystal and refinement data are 

collected in the ESI. Crystallographic data have been deposited 

to the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre as CCDC 

1403306-1403313. Copies of this information may be obtained 

free of charge from The Director, CCDC, 12 Union Road, 

Cambridge CB2 1EZ, U.K. (fax +441223336033, e-mail 

deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk, or www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif).  

Computational studies: NBO analysis was performed with NBO 

6.0 implemented in Gaussian09 at the B3LYP/6-31G** level 

unless otherwise stated. NBO analysis was used to assess the 

intramolecular dative bond strength.  
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Figure 6: Crystal Structures of selected naphthyl (1, 5, 7)  and acenaphthyl (2, 6, 8) derivatives and B–N interatomic distances. 

The donor-acceptor interaction energy in the NBOs was 

estimated via second-order perturbation theory analysis of the 

Fock matrix,39 and establishes the strength of that interaction. 

For each donor orbital (i) and acceptor orbital (j), the 

stabilization energy E2 is associated with i → j delocaliza?on, 

given by Eq. 1 where qi is the donor orbital occupancy, F(i,j) is 

the Fock matrix elements between the NBO i and j, and εi and 

εj are the orbital energies. 

 

E
2
 = ∆Eij = ��

���,��	



���	��
 

Equation 1. Second-order stabilization energy. 

Conclusions  

Herein we report the influences imposed by the (ace)naphthyl 

framework and boron substituents on the B−N bonding 

continuum and its associated reactivities. The naphthyl 

scaffold has been found to retain enough flexibility to respond 

to the Lewis acidity of boron by displaying B−N interaction for 

the boronic ester 1, and fluoroborane 5 derivatives (dN‒B = 

1.859, 1.726 Å respectively). Notably, the Lewis pair 

interaction can be further controlled via the Brönsted basicity 

of the N center. Thus a simple protonation of the amino group 

acts as a reversible trigger promoting a controlled rotation 

around the C–B bond. On the other hand, the higher steric 

hindrance of 7 enforces a nonbonding disposition, which 

allows this compound to be classified as a FLP (dN‒B = 2.862 Å). 

Moreover, the rigidity imposed by the acenaphthene 

framework clearly prevents B−N bonding interactions across all 

members of the series (dN‒B = 2.774 - 3.236 Å). Despite their 

structural similarities, 5 and 8 possess quite different B−N 

distances of 1.726 and 3.025 Å, respectively, which classifies 

them as straightforward cases of regular Lewis pairs and FLPs.  

This classification takes into account the reactivity pattern 

observed for these compounds. This is exemplified by 8’s 

propensity towards water activation and concomitant cleavage 

of B−C bonds, while other members of the series, namely 7, 

display a high stability towards hydrolysis of the C–B bonds in 

the presence of water and acids. Therefore, the topology and 

atom disposition present in each of these molecular 

architectures are crucial factors towards enabling native 

interactions with other small molecules by bringing novel 

reactivity modes.  

Analysis of a set of Natural Bonding Orbitals derived from the 

theoretically calculated electron densities confirms the 

bonding and nonbonding states of the N and B atoms. 
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Table 2. NBO electronic occupancy and second-order perturbation theory analysis. 

Compound N-B 

Bond 

Occupan

cy 

Wiberg 

Bond 

Index 

Second Order 

Perturbation 

Theory Analysis 

(Kcal/mol) 

LP N 

Occupancy 

LV B 

Occupancy 

7 - 0.0909 8.31 1.86136 0.22843 

1 - 0.4028 164.20 1.70604 0.41567 

5 1.96438 0.4475 - - - 

8 - 0.0594b 4.43 1.87718 0.21576 

10
a - 0.0054 - 1.87329 - 

11 - 0.0037 - 1.88481 0.40746 

2
 - 0.0608 10.88 1.86329 0.38143 

4 - 0.0009 - - 0.42275b 

6 - 0.0016 - - - 

a NBO analysis shows a double bond between B and O, this can be attributed to 

the analysis considering the N…H−O bond strong enough that it generates the 

ammonium, therefore forming a pseudo O=B bond. b Calculated with 6-31G basis 

set. 

This work demonstrates the significant differences induced by 

the involvement of N in non-πconjugated donor acceptor 

compounds compared to previously reported phosphorous 

analogues and the influence of the scaffold and boron 

substituent on the through space interaction between the 

Lewis acid and the Lewis Base. Further studies towards 

activation of small molecules with these compounds are 

currently underway and will be reported in due course. 
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